Abstract. The development of the prefactorization methods introduced by Woznicki started in 1968. Since then, these methods have been successfully applied to solving large systems of linear equations, arising from finite difference approximation applied to the second order elliptic equations. Prefactorization methods also proved to be a very efficient tool for solving linear systems with strictly diagonally dominant matrices. For increasing the rate of convergence single or double successive overrelaxation processes can be used. Determining the convergence area for relaxation parameters seems to be still an interesting problem.
Introduction be a system of linear equations with the n X n nonsingular matrix A defined by the following decomposition
where if, L and U are diagonal, strictly lower triangular and strictly upper triangular matrices, respectively. In our considerations it is assumed that K is a nonsingular matrix.
The equation (1) can be solved by the iterative method Woznicki [13] - [15] introduced the class of prefactorization splittings which idea consists in expressing the matrix M as a product of nonsingular matrices, chosen in such a way that they are easy to obtain and relatively easily invertible. Following Woznicki's notation [13] we have
M = (/ -(L + H)D~1) D(I-D~X{U + Q)) ,
where D is assumed to be a nonsingular diagonal matrix defined by the following implicit relation
and H and Q are additional strictly lower triangular and strictly upper triangular matrices, respectively. As can be easily verified
The notation diag{B} denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries identical with those of B.
The iterative method (2) can be rewritten as follows
and
represents the prefactorization iteration matrix.
Since I-(L+H)D~1
and I-D~1(U+Q) are nonsingular lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively, this method can be easily implemented by using the two-sweep procedure
The components of y( fc+1 ) can be calculated recursively for increasing indices in the forward elimination sweep and components of can be calculated recursively for decreasing indices in the backward substitution sweep.
The equations (3) and (4), called also two-sweep equations, represent the general form of a broad class of methods called the prefactorization methods. Each of them is uniquely defined by the choice of the matrices H and Q [13] , for example,
In order to accelerate the convergence, the following modifications of the two-sweep equations are proposed in [13] , those are 
called the double successive overrelaxation two-sweep iterative method (or for brevity the DSOR two-sweep method).
Following the idea of doubling matrix order, originated by Golub and Varga, [6] , Woznicki [13] showed that the double SOR two-sweep method is convergent if and only if
where w, r / 0 and
The estimation of the optimum relaxation parameters {u and r) for the case when the matrix A has certain special properties (namely, it is 2-cyclic consistently ordered) is derived in the work [13] .
Convergence properties for some classes of matrices are studied in [2] , where it was proved that both Jacobi double SOR and Gauss-Seidel double SOR methods are convergent if the matrix A is SDD (Strictly Diagonal Dominant) or H-matrix and the relaxation parameters are chosen from the interval (0,1]. There are several possibilities to improve this convergence area for the case when the matrix A is an SDD matrix. Here we will present one of them, which can be generalized to some subclasses of H-matrices. by:
SDD and H-matrices
DEFINITION 1. Matrix A 6 C n ' n is a strictly diagonally dominant (SDD) matrix if |a««| > ri(A) := i = l,...,n."ii = |a««|. = -I a u'l> = 1)2,. ..,n, i ^ j. DEFINITION 3. Matrix A is said to be an H-matrix if (A) is an M-matrix.
THEOREM 1 ([3]). If matrix A is an H-matrix then there exists a regular diagonal matrix V such that AV is an SDD matrix.

Convergence properties
Since the matrix W depends on the matrices A = Ii -L -U, H and Q as well as the relaxation parameters u and r, for a given method X we will introduce the following notation Thus, in the case of the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods we have Using the fact that |A| -|1 -u\ > 0 and |A| -|1 -r| > 0, we obtain |(A + £j -1)(A + r -1)| > ||A|-|1 -cj||||A|-|l-r|| > |A||o;||r|/j + |A||r||A + w -l|iXi, so
\(CG)ii\ > Ti(CG),
which allows us to conclude that Cg is an SDD matrix, i.e. a nonsingular matrix, but this is a contradiction with det Cg = 0.
• Now, we can consider the convergence area for the relaxation parameters. 
SDD matrices
+ TUi -tI, I + rb
Proof. All that we should prove is that for all given choices for r and u (except for t,u € (0,1], for which the convergence of the Gauss-Seidel DSOR method have been proven in [2] ) the inequalities Proof. From Theorem 1 we have that for each H-matrix A there is a nonsingular diagonal matrix V such that AV is an SDD matrix.
Let us assume that for a given method X we have
YJ~x = W(AV,HV,QV,U,T).
It is obvious that Theorem 4 can be used if we know the matrix V which scales our Hmatrix to an SDD matrix. There are some subclasses of H-matrices for which we can construct such scalling matrix V, see, for example, [9] . But, if we do not know the matrix V, we have the unity square as a convergence area for Jacobi DSOR and Gauss-Seidel DSOR methods.
Here we will discuss one possible way for improving the convergence area for some subclass of H-matrices, for which we have not found the matrix V yet.
A subclass of H-matrices
We will consider the following subclass of H-matrices: /Ci : the set of all n x n matrices A - In other words, r Q I (/l) is the sum of the moduli of the offdiagonal entries in the z-th row and i-th column, where the former ones are multiplied by a and the latter ones are multiplied by 1 -a. It is known that all matrices from the class ICi are nonsingular. That means that Cj G IC\, so it is nonsingular and this is a contradiction with det Cj = 0.
• Now, we can show the convergence area for the relaxation parameters in the case of the matrices belonging to the subclass /Cj. Proof. Since A belongs to the subclass K\, it follows that b < 1. Under this assumption it is easy to prove that for all above choice* of r and u> (except for 0 < U,T < 1, for which we already have the convergence), the inequality max (|1 -u;| + |1 -T\ + |u;||r|/it -) < 1 1 <i<n holds and the result of the theorem follows by Lemma 2.
• The similar generalization can be done in the case of Gauss-Seidel DSOR method.
Numerical example
Let A be n 2 x n 2 nonsingular matrix with the block-tridiagonal structure 
